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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of this document

This document introduces the MIFARE DESFire EV3 technical support items and documentation, and explains which deliverables can be retrieved from NXP to have a quick and smooth start with developing new MIFARE DESFire EV3 applications, solutions and infrastructures.

In this document, all the information that is necessary for somebody who is interested in MIFARE DESFire EV3 is gathered. This bundle of information and support items which is provided is called “Product Support Package” for the MIFARE DESFire EV3.

The Product Support Package is a full set of documentation and software deliverables, enabling system integrators, software engineers, card manufacturers, etc. to implement their new solution based on MIFARE DESFire EV3 very easy and convenient.

1.2 Document audience

This document is targeting technical as well as marketing and business-oriented people who want to gather first knowledge concerning MIFARE DESFire EV3. Everybody who is interested on a more detailed and more technical level will be redirected to the full set of material complementing the IC.

It also addresses developers, project leaders and system integrators who have a general technical understanding and overview of a specific smartcard technology or infrastructure. More in-depth details can be found in the complimentary application notes which are mentioned within this introductory document.
2 MIFARE DESFire EV3 Overview

2.1 Characteristics of MIFARE DESFire EV3

MIFARE DESFire EV3 is the latest addition to the MIFARE DESFire family, released in April 2020.

The MIFARE DESFire family is an evolving smartcard family, offering products which are based on a flexible, secure and scalable platform, serving continuous innovation and the important aspects security as well as privacy.

The new MIFARE DESFire EV3 is covering all well-known commands and features from MIFARE DESFire EV2, plus adding some new features like the Transaction Timer and Secure Dynamic Messaging on top [1].

MIFARE DESFire EV3 is a Common Criteria EAL5+ security certified IC, which fully complies with the requirements for fast and highly secure data transmission and flexible application management. It introduces a set of new features and brings along enhanced performance for best user experience.

2.2 MIFARE DESFire EV3 key pillars

MIFARE DESFire EV3 is the fastest MIFARE DESFire product ever built, being the go-to product for multi-application systems.

It provides superior end-user experience and enables fast and easy solution development.

The three key pillars of MIFARE DESFire EV3 are:

1. Multi-Application
   - Seamless drop-in replacement for existing MIFARE DESFire infrastructures (due to full backwards compatibility)
   - Adding new applications Over-the-Air with the AppXplorer cloud service
   - Secure and efficient inter-application transaction and data management

2. Security
   - Secure and reliable key update in the field
   - Offline and online transaction verification using the card generated TMAC
   - Transaction Timer to mitigate Man-in-the-Middle attacks and interference by transaction "delaying"

3. Performance
   - The fastest MIFARE DESFire that was ever built (1.6x faster than MIFARE DESFire EV1)
   - More operating distance and range offered for better user experience (~15%)
   - Faster and more reliable tearing handling (3x faster than on MIFARE DESFire EV1)
2.3 New innovative features and functionality

MIFARE DESFire has evolved over time, enhancing its security properties to protect against current and future security threats, and adding new features to better suit into new user requirements.

MIFARE DESFire EV3 is fully backward compatible and can be used as a MIFARE DESFire EV2 or a MIFARE DESFire EV1 in its default delivery configuration. Every new feature would require an activation and/or the use of new commands which is described in their respective sections in this document.

New features of MIFARE DESFire EV3 include:

- **Transaction Timer**
  This feature allows configuring the maximum time, a transaction can take. Setting the transaction timer mitigates attacks where a Man-in-the-Middle attacker would delay the execution of the CommitTransaction command and so avoid completing the transaction on the card. This could be done by keeping the card powered until, for example, being controlled by a control agent while riding the public transport.
  The Transaction Timer feature allows the card issuer to configure a maximum time a transaction can take. Once the threshold is exceeded, the card will automatically reset.

- **Secure Dynamic Messaging**
  The Secure Dynamic Messaging (SDM) on MIFARE DESFire EV3 allows for confidential and integrity protected data exchange, without requiring a preceding authentication. This allows adding security to the data read, while still being able to access it with standard NDEF readers for NFC Forum Tag Type 4 cards. The typical use case is an NDEF message holing a URI and some meta-data, where SDM allows this meta-data to be communicated confidentiality and integrity protected towards the backend server.
• **NXP AppXplorer support with pre-configured NXP DAM Keys**

MIFARE DESFire EV3 supports the delegated application management (DAM), which allows a card issuer to delegate the application creation to third parties (application providers) in the field. Details to the DAM feature can be found in the [DESFire EV3 Datasheet](#).

To ease delegated application management, NXP developed a webservice called AppXplorer. The AppXplorer cloud platform allows card issuers and application providers to connect to each other, and make the application provider’s applications available for the card issuer’s cards. Applications can then be loaded onto cards by the card holder through the AppXplorer platform using a mobile app. To further smoothen the process, an option is foreseen where the AppXplorer platform can make use of a set of NXP pre-configured DAM keys. This avoids a card pre-personalization effort for the card issuer, as NXP will already trust-provision the NXP DAM keys onto the IC during manufacturing.

**MIFARE DESFire EV3 improvements and innovations:**

• **Backwards compatibility**

MIFARE DESFire EV3 can be used as a drop-in replacement for existing MIFARE DESFire reader installations. It can be used functionally as MIFARE DESFire EV1 or MIFARE DESFire EV2 in its default delivery configuration. Every new feature would require an activation and/or the use of new commands which is described in their respective sections in this document.

• **Increased frame size**

A larger frame size of up to 256 bytes can be utilized for several data exchange commands. This allows the transfer of large amounts of data in fewer command-response pairs and so increases the overall transaction time.

• **Performance benefit - Up to 1.6 times speed improvement (compared to MIFARE DESFire EV1)**

Faster transaction speed enhances the overall system efficiency and user experience without any required reader changes. (Measurement done at a 2 A/m field strength using an AES reference transaction).

• **Performance benefit - Up to 50 % more operating volume (compared to MIFARE DESFire EV1)**

The transaction starts earlier, as the operating distance is enlarged and the overall transaction is more robust as the operating volume is higher. The minimum required field strength amounts 0.5 A/m.
3 MIFARE DESFire EV3 Product support package

The Product Support Package (PSP) for the MIFARE DESFire EV3 IC is composed of the following deliverables:

1. **Data sheet – DS4870 MIFARE DESFire EV3**
   Product Data sheet, available in NXP DocStore document number 4870xx

2. **Application note – AN12753 MIFARE DESFire EV3 Quick start guide**
   available in NXP DocStore, document number 5755xx

3. **Application note – AN12757 MIFARE DESFire EV3 Features and hints**
   available in NXP DocStore, document number 5881xx

4. **Application note – AN12752 MIFARE DESFire EV3 Feature and Functionality Comparison to other MIFARE DESFire products**
   available in NXP DocStore, document number 5756xx

5. **Application note – AN12755 MIFARE DESFire EV3 Card Coil Design Guide**
   available in NXP DocStore, document number 5758xx

6. **Product Qualification Package – PQP5962 MIFARE DESFire EV3**
   available in NXP DocStore, document number 5962xx

7. **Wafer Specification – WS5808 MF3D(H)x3 Wafer and Delivery Specification**
   available in NXP DocStore, document number 5808xx

8. **TapLinx**
   An Android SDK offering easy implementation of Android Apps interacting with any of the NXP’s offered contactless NFC-based ICs. Available via the NXP website under the following weblink: [https://www.mifare.net/en/products/tools/taplinx/](https://www.mifare.net/en/products/tools/taplinx/)

9. **RFID Discover**
   A Windows-based software tool that can be used for NXP product-specific command exchange with the MIFARE DESFire EV3 IC. Available in NXP DocStore and on the NXP website under the following weblinks:  

10. **NXP Card Test Framework**
    A Windows-based software tool that can be used for NXP product-specific command exchange with the MIFARE DESFire EV3 IC. Especially suitable for generating transactions and scripts that can be used for chip configuration, personalization, transaction testing and much more. Available in NXP DocStore.
11. **Android Applications – TagInfo and TagWriter**

Android Apps offering the possibility to interact with the MIFARE DESFire EV3 smartcards as well as any other of the NXP’s offered contactless NFC-based ICs. Available via the NXP Website under the following weblinks:


12. **MIFARE DESFire EV3 Sample Cards**

Sample cards can be requested directly at your NXP representative or contact person (sales, marketing, business development) or ordered via the NXP website.
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